NATO Won’t Support Any Parallel Govt.: Campbell

KARUL - NATO Resolute Support Mission and United States Forces commander Gen. John Campbell on Sunday said the alliance would not support any parallel government or movement in Afghanistan.

Speaking at a press conference here, Gen. Campbell congratulated the Afghan government in advance on the religious festival of Eidul Adha and said the Afghan national forces were ready to provide security to the countrymen during the festivity.

Peace Demands High Price from Us: Ghani

KARUL - President Ashraf Ghani on Sunday appealed for unity and reconciliation after the anti-Taliban Islamic State (IS) case its activities in the country, killing a number of tribal elders in recent past.

"Taliban believe they can reach their notorious designs by killing elders while the history ... (More on P4-L-1)

WJ to Summon Key Officials over Security Threats

KARUL - Afghan lawmakers in the Lower House of Parliament (Wolesi Jirga) on Saturday strongly criticized government’s handling of the war and asked key security officials to appear before them ... (More on P4-L-16)

Abdullah Urged to Demand UN’s Pressure on Pakistan

KARUL - Political analysts and public representatives have urged Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Abdullah Abdullah to present Afghanistan’s case at the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) meeting which kicks off on ... (More on P4-L-10)

Russia Calls for Regional Approach to Battling Terrorism

KARUL - Russia on Sunday supported the Afghan government’s strategy for combating terrorism, urging regional countries to join hands against ... (More on P4-L-9)

Ministry Asks Afghan Firms to Invest in TAPI Project

KARUL - The Ministry of Mines and Petroleum (MMMP) has asked Afghan companies to join the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) Project... (More on P4-L-19)

Afghan Taliban Divided as Talks between Two Factories Fail

KARUL - The Afghan Talib...
No Room for Peace Talk

By Hujjatullah Zia

The recent desnaturism is unlikely to be a guarantee for the
Afghani community, as it is a move that will not help them solve their
problems, but rather exacerbate them. It will only create more trau-
pas for the nation and our nation suffers from relentless violence and military
oppression. The Taliban leadership’s move to allow minorities to take part in
the elections has opened the doors for more conflict and violence to erupt in
the country. After all, the emergence of the Taliban in the 1990s was a result of
their desire to bring peace and stability to the region. This is a tragedy of the
people of Afghanistan who are suffering from constant violence and war.

The Afghan government has always been a partner in the efforts to
resolve the conflict in Afghanistan, and that is why it is important to
continue striving for a peaceful resolution to the conflict. The Afghan
people are tired of war and they want peace. The Taliban’s statement
that they will not participate in the elections is a major setback for the
peace process. It is clear that the Taliban are not interested in finding a
peaceful solution to the conflict.
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Arafat’s strategy had failed the state of the United
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American Officials Want 'Steep' Increase in Syrian Refugees Admitted by U.S.

WASHINGTON — A senior American official said on Thursday that the United States was likely to face a "steep" increase in Syrian refugees in the coming weeks and that the government was preparing to accept up to 20,000 in the next 12 months.

President Barack Obama last week committed the United States to taking in its share of the 20,000 refugees who are expected to escape the conflict in Syria. The administration's goal is to bring the refugees to America by the end of the year.

"We are preparing to take in 20,000 refugees over the next year," the official, who asked not to be identified, said. "We are preparing to do that.

The official said the White House was working with humanitarian organizations to determine who would be the first to come to America. The White House has not yet determined where the refugees will be housed or how they will be processed.

The White House has also not yet determined how many refugees will be admitted to the United States in the next 12 months.
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Prof. Rabbani’s Death
Anniversary Observed

Rabbani’s son, Sahabuddin Rabbani, President’s Special Representative for Information and Good Governance, Ahmed Zia Massoud, 2nd Vice-President Mohammad Qasim Danish and acting defense minister Masoom Stanikzai attended the ceremony. Rabbani’s family members, a number of senior government officials, IPC officials and lawmakers also participated. A closed ceremony, the day was observed in Kabul and several provinces.

Some Circles in Kabul Plotting Terror Attacks, Alleges Sayyaf

Rabbani Makes Strong Pitch for Party-Based Electoral System

Pakistan Blame Afghan Militants for Air Base Attack, Afghanistan Reject

Pakistan Shuts Down 27 Afghan-Owned Shopping Centers

Muslims Ask Govt. to Resume Peace Process

Kidnapped Passengers Rescued in Ghazni

CHANDI CITY: Passengers kidnapped a day earlier in Andar district of southern Ghazni province on their way to southeast- ern Kunar province on Saturday after being arrested in Kunar, local officials said.

The people were traveling from Chameh to Patika on Saturday when Taliban militants kidnapped them in Kharai area of the district. The government’s spokesman, Abduqay, told Pajhwok Afghan News five people had been... (More on Pajhwok)

KARIAL: The 46th death anniversary of former High Peace Council (HPC) chief Rahmatullah Rabbani was observed with the laying of a floral wreath on his grave in Kabul on Sunday. Rabbani was assassinated at his residence in Wazir Akbar Khan along with three members of the peace panel by a suicide bomber posing as a Taliban errand boy. He remained president from 1992 to 1996.

The National Directorate of Security (NDS) and the Ministry of Interior alleged the suicide attacker was a Paki- stani national and the assassination plot was hatched in Delhi based capital city Quetta.

KARIAL: Senate chairman Fazal Hadi Muslimyar on Sunday asked the government to resume and accelerate the stalled peace process.

Addressing a ceremony marking the fourth death anniversary of former president and chairman of the High Peace Council, Rabbani’s son, Rabbani Muslimyar said the young generation of this country, the government was paying no attention to them. Rabbani Muslimyar added that he has no problem with the Taliban as they are his people, but the government was failing to establish a peace process. He said Sunday the... (More on Pajhwok)

KARIAL: Pakistan’s law-enforcement agencies recently com- bated on 27 Afghan-owned shopping centers in parts of Mu- jahideen and spelled off the buildings, local media report.

According to ATP, Ministry of latest information includes police in- tercepted the business centers and hideouts of exiled enemies of pre-independence Afghanistan during an operation in different parts of the city. Ministry Deputy Commissioner Amin Tariq said... (More on Pajhok)

KARIAL: Foreign Minister Sahabuddin Rabbani, also son of ex-president Burha- nuddin Rabbani, on Sunday called for a party-based election system. He also asked for investigations into serial kill- ings. While speaking on the fourth death anniversary of... (More on Pajhok)

KARIAL: Refugee and Repro- duction Minister Shanawaz Dash submitted a bill to the European court to prevent discriminatory against Afghan Refugees. The bill aims to compel the European countries to... (More on Pajhok)

300,000 Children Face Unedicated Future Because of Dark in Nangarhar

KARIAL: The 300,000 children have been facing uneducated future because of dark in eastern Nangarhar province. According to the information received in a United Nations High Commission for Refu- gees (UNHCR) meeting in Geneva, Switzerland, on Sept 18, he said he had asked European governments to... (More on Pajhok)